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Luke Wise
President
elcome to the second edition of the
Capital Roundel for 2022!
What an amazing year this is turning
out to be. Although Covid is here to stay, it's
been great to have some normality to be able
to get out and enjoy these fantastic cars of ours
and more importantly, catch up with everyone!
Coming off the back of the Nationals, I for one
have a newfound enthusiasm for club life and
a renewed desire to continue building on the
great work we've achieved in recent years.

Keep an eye on your inbox—the annual
presentation lunch will be happening in August.
Be sure to register ASAP to avoid missing out.
In case you hadn't received the memo, 2022
also marks 50 years of BMW ///M! With the circumstances around the world making new cars
a difficult commodity to obtain, there has not
been a great deal of celebration in Australia
for such a momentous occasion.
I can confirm that we will be putting on some
fantastic events as our way of commemorating
such a milestone. German Auto Day will be on
September 25th and while all are welcome, ///
M will be the focus. Stay tuned for more details
in the coming weeks!
I am really excited to announce something that
has been in the making behind the scenes: our
first track day (that I can remember) run solely
by our club! To be held on October 17th and to
make things really special, this will be in cele-

From the Editor

W

e've witnessed a new design language across some
of BMWs recent facelifted
and new models. While some may
be contentious, the German manufacturer's design department are
standing firm for now.
In 2020, BMW revealed the updated G22 4 Series Coupe. And boy
did this spark plenty of controversy
across the automotive world,
namely due to the oversized kidney grille.
Not long after, BMW unveiled the G80
M3 and G82 M4, which both had similar distinc-

bration of ///M and supported by a local race driver Tom Sargent. For those that
don't follow Motorsport, Tom
and co-driver Cameron Hill,
won the Bathurst 6 hour endurance race earlier this year
in their M2 Competition. This
was a massive achievement
as they started from the back
of the grid in 63rd place!
There will be hot laps with
Tom in the Bathurst winning M2 Competition
and all proceeds of this amazing opportunity
will be going to Marymead. This will continue to
support the new youth program that has been
created with the funds raised at the Nationals
this year.
This will be a fully catered event, entry will include all food and drinks. Tom will be providing
driver training support throughout the day, this
will be included in your entry. Note: you will
need a Motorsport licence. if you do not have
one, a day licence can be purchased for this
event via the Wakefield Park office.
All details will be provided in the coming weeks,
including how you can get your hands on what
will undoubtedly be a memorable run with Tom.
Lastly, we have been working on something big
for everyone, particularly the future of our
young members and upcoming drivers. More
details will be revealed as details are formalised. Things are looking promising! CR

Jon Havelock
tive or controversial grille. And then there is the
i4, same again. The new design has attracted
brutal feedback from fans, social media keyboard warriors, et al but BMW's design chiefs
continue to defend the direction.
And more followed. The iX and XM Concept.
The new 7. Where does that leave us? I felt I
had to include a very interesting opinion piece
on where BMW might be heading as a company and car manufacturer. I hope you find it as
interesting as I did.
See the BMW News article on page 23.
And I hope you enjoy all of this edition!

CR

BMWCCC Annual General Meeting
26 April, 2022
his Annual General Meeting was in fact
for the 2021 club year. Not surprisingly,
that AGM, due to be held in November
last year, was somewhat delayed by the
dreaded Covid. With the way clear for us to
catch up with things, the evening went ahead
with a very well attended meeting.
The night began with a spread of finger food
and drinks before the formalities began. It is
with great pleasure we announce the election
of the following members to the committee.
Welcome to all the new recruits—we are very
glad to have you on board.

Executive Positions
President: Luke Wise
Vice President: Graham Ball
Treasurer: Yvonne Wise
Secretary: Lorna Kunz

Words: Jon Havelock
Photos: Graham Ball

General Positions
Public Officer: Yvonne Wise
Membership Officer: Ian Wise
Clubs Aust Delegate: Luke Wise
Dealer Liaison: Marcus Hon
Merchandise: Josh Sellick
Webmaster: Harley McNamara
Events Coordinators: Dale Tomes, Graham Ball,
Marcus Hon, Peter de Vries
Editor: Jon Havelock
Social Media Officer: Graham Ball
Historic & Special Interest Vehicles: Nick Coetzee (ACT), Alastair Meiklejohn (NSW)
General Committee: Nicole Vassallo, Matthew
Ryan, Alan Howard

Your new committee
Standing (l to r): Ian Wise, Dale Tomes,
Matthew Ryan, Peter de Vries,
Jon Havelock, Lorna Kunz, Alan Howard,
Luke Wise.
Seated (l to r): Harley McNamara,
Graham Ball, Marcus Hon, Yvonne Wise,
Nicole Vassallo.

Cars & Coffee @ Billy Ts
1 May, 2022
n our constant search for new locations for
the club’s highly successful Cars & Coffee
mornings, we came across Billy T’s Larder &
Goods. Located in a quiet pocket of a corner
off Collie Street, Fyshwick, it proved to be just
the location for the first event of it’s kind of the
year. The management were really happy to
see us there to, as were the folks at Dirty Jane’s
Warehouse where the café is located.
We had a pretty amazing turnout of cars and
members for the morning—with something like
more than 35 cars lined up in the car park! All I
can say is that it must have been very confusing for the regular public who were there that
morning ….
As is always the case with these events, we
had a really wide range of member cars from
some very current models to some stunning
examples of the older and more classic cars

Words: Jon Havelock

Photos: Tauno Napritson
& Jon Havelock
too. Of course it is always exciting to see members turn up in their pride and joy and for all of
us to share in admiring each and every one on
display.
The success if this format of club gathering will
be repeated many times this year so watch
our for your invitation emails. CR

Cars & Coffee @ Billy Ts

Cars & Coffee @ Billy Ts

Wheels of Womboin
21 May, 2022
t was a great day out at Wheels of Wamboin 2022.
As arranged, most of our crew signed up for
the event met up at the Sutton Road TISC driving training centre. Some around 10 cars then
convoyed together to Wamboin oval for
Wheels of Wamboin 2022. Some of our number
met up with the main group there at the oval.
With good planning and a lot of luck, we managed to get ourselves in early and we were
able to secure a spot. It was one of the biggest turnouts we had ever seen in Womboin with around 400 vehicles in total on display!

Words: Graham Ball

Photos: Alan Howard
@alanhphotos on Instagram
There was a great mix of vehicles there, from
vintage, classic, street machines and everything in-between.
They had fresh produce available to purchase
from the market stalls that where there on the
day. Though T would have to say bacon and
egg rolls, and coffee, were definitely the most
popular choice!
Through the donations at the entry gate, the
Wamboin RFS received a record in donations—a very worthy cause and a fantastic
club outing. CR

Wheels of
Womboin

Photos: Alan Howard
@alanhphotos on Instagram

Ian Wise
Membership Officer

As memberships continue to grow, we are certainly very happy to see more of you
join our club these past three months! The BMW Car Club Canberra would like to
welcome the following new members. See you at an event soon ….!!
Member name

BMW

Olivier Munier

E34 525iT X2
E32 735i

E34 525iT
Andrew Burke

1989 E30 318i
2014 F31 328i Touring

Merrick and

2021 G80 M3 Comp

Hope Peisley

2020 X3

Ged Foley, Sarah Foley

2019 4 series Convertible

and Cordelia Valentine
Steven Stirling, Jacquie

2017 F15 X5 40d

Stirling, Regan Armstrong, 1994 E36 320i
Talon Armstrong

2002 E46 318i

Clinton McCulloch

Associate member

Thierry NC

M235i and M440i

Alexander Kittl

2022 G42 M240i

Ben White

2014 F30 328i M Sport

Zola Gulubane

2017 F30 340i

Tom Cumming

2008 E92 335i

Anton Bilobrk

2021 G20 M340i

Rahul Gakhar

2018 F20 M140i

Rene Rivera

1972 E10 2002
2006 E91 335d

Full membership details are here on the club website >
https://bmwclubcanberra.org.au/join-us

///My Generation

Words: Marcus Hon
Photos: Adrian Fallace Photography
www.adrianfallace.com

Five generations of M3 legends and their owners got together in Canberra to
celebrate Bavaria’s Finest and document what 50 years of ///M history in Australia
looks like from an enthusiast’s perspective.

C

ommonality between all
the cars is the connection
they form with the driver,
whether it is a 3.2L straight 6 with
individual throttle bodies, a 4.0L
V8 with a Nascar soundtrack or
the sheer planted feel of the current G80, all the M3s gathered
provides a slightly different taste
of ‘sheer driving pleasure’.
Respect your elders
A good E36 can command a
princely sum now days, and one
with a manual box and in mint
condition can make many enthusiasts weak at the knees. This 1996
built Alpine White E36 M3 has
been well maintained and has
served Rob well over the past 9
years. The design language is classic BMW M—
understated class with a hint of aggression, like
toned sinewy muscles on an athlete. The interior design is classic 1990s BMW, driver focused
cockpit with angled stereo and aux gauges.
The black leather interior and Vader seats show
a patina and suppleness that only comes from
years of careful use. Rob is a repeat offender
having previously owned a similar E36 M3 between 2002 – 2008. The raw analogue feel of
the hydraulic power steering, the 6 speed manual gearbox, throttle cable linkage, thin A pillar

and connection with the car is what drew him
back to purchase the current car in 2013. Mods
incl an alloy strut brace, and together with the
period correct double arm M mirrors and 17’
sunflower alloys, this E36 M3 is divine. Highlights
for Rob during his ownership include a drive
from Thredbo to Talbingo and other roads in
Snowy Mountains with the BMW Car Club Canberra in 2021. Whilst the brakes can get a little
hot during extended high speed runs, it’s the
fun factor, low centre of gravity and raw car
feel from the 90s that sets the scene for the rest.
Power delivery is linear and perfect for everyday enjoyment. In gear acceleration is good
with 321 Hp and 350 Nm torque powering a
1,460kg car from the 1990s. Whilst an E36 M3
might not see off a Golf R or a 140i in a traffic
light grand prix, show this old girl a race track,
the same Golf R would be shown a clean set of
double M tail pipes.
Enthusiasts that buy and enjoy these cars don’t
drag race them in their existing form, but are
rather cherished and doted on until the infrequent weekend drives come around. Driven,
not garaged. Enjoyed but never abused. Rob is
merely looking after his E36 M3 until the next
fortunate enthusiast inherits or buys her.

driver know how much grip there is and
doesn’t load up with unnecessary weight
to make it feel sporty. Throttle application is snappy with the drive by wire and
individual throttle bodies. Whilst the seating position is perfect, we can tell there
was more ‘American Flavour’ in the seat
design as the E46 was aimed at the mature market with wider body frames.
Overall interior design continues to hold
up well, with the iconic tacho, speedo
and ancillary gauges laid out in a clear
and pared back manner. This is the M
ethos distilled and the perfect car for Ed.
The Middle Child
The Favourite Child
Looks can be subjective and beauty is in the
eye of the beholder, but the general consensus
amongst car enthusiasts is that the 2000 pre
Chris Bangle era E46 has a set of proportions
that continues to stand the test of time and still
turns heads to this day. From the swollen arches and large radiator grill, to the fender gills,
bullet mirrors, and quad exhaust tips, the E46
M3 looks no less aggressive today, but has now
come of age and sought after by enthusiast
and collectors. 3.2 litres, 6 individual throttle
bodies and an 8,000 max rpm meant the
S54B32 M3 engine delivered more than 100
bhp/litre and won the international engine of
the year for 5 consecutive years!
That combination and evolution of light weight
construction is what drew Ed to purchase his
2002 in 2021. The car is also on a path to restoration with: wheels, interior and paint all scheduled to be lavished upon and obsessively
brought back to perfection. Upgrades so far
incl a new multi media head unit with reverse camera, but the highlight for those
gathered was the old school Nokia 6310
mobile phone plus BMW phone cradle still
connected to the car! Ed’s car is about
absolute period correctness.
Just like Rob’s E36 M3, the Imola Red E46 is
a little under braked, but so was the entire
M catalogue in the 1990s through to the
late 2000. Most track enthusiasts (even
CSL owners) look to upgrade the braking
hardware to AP orBrembo multi piston setups, but the standard setup still works well
for occasional track use. The hydraulic
power steering paired with the gorgeous 3
spoke thick rimmed M steering wheel is a
delight to hold and use. It communicates
what the road underneath is like, lets the

BMW’s M department was riding the success of
the E46 M3 and also at the start of a power war
with AMG and Audi. Natural Aspiration was still
preferred and so capacity was upped because ‘There’s no substitute for cubic inches.’
Essentially the S65B40 in the E90/2/3 M3 was a
cut down S85B50 minus 2 cylinders and 1,000
cc in capacity. It retained individual throttle
bodies and the 8,250 red line resulted in 420 Hp
and 400Nm. Weight had crept up to approx.
1,580kg. The dominating force in the E92 M3 is
the high revving V8 and paired with a short
shifting 6 speed manual delivers a visceral connection like no other M3 before or after it. Marcus’ M3 has also been treated to a full Eventuri
Carbon Fiber intake kit, M3 World exhaust, high
flow catalytic converter and BPM Stage 2 tune,
resulting in lots of unnecessary down shifts everywhere this goes. The lack of torque means
you have to lean on the car and use the revs,
but this also becomes a celebration every time
you drive the car. Standard Electronic Damper
Control means you can go from a compliant
ride over B grade roads to teeth chattering at

the press of a button. The M button can also
be setup to artificially add weight to the steering, engage M Dynamic Mode (more slip angle) and further sharpen throttle response (it
doesn’t unleash more M Power !!!), but the ideal setting is soft EDC, DSC Off, power normal
and let the car do the work.
Marcus believes the E92 M3 is the middle child
in this gathering because it tries to be all things
to all M enthusiasts. It sold in good numbers
around the world, has aged beautifully
(enhanced with POM Performance carbon Fi-

bre AK lip, BMW Performance carbon fibre high
kick duck tail spoiler, black BMW kidney grills,
Carbon Fibre mirror covers, M3 world rear diffuser, and Vogtland lowering springs) but has a
wild streak in the form of a howling V8 with Nascar undertone. It is easily the thirstiest in this
quintet seeing regular 22L/100km fuel consumption, but no one buys a V8 and worries
about fuel bills…
This E92 M3 will continue to be enjoyed for
years to come as high revving natural aspiration dies off through the march of progress,
and in this iteration has just enough
tech to be relevant, enough bite to
back up the mental bark. So this middle child will remain the favourite in
Marcus’ eye; a true driver’s car;
smiles per miles in a hunkered down
package!
The Good Looking One
The F8X generation of M3 ushered in
turbocharging technology as well as
brought back the inline six-cylinder
configuration that BMW are famous
for. Kieran’s M3 Competition in Tanzanite Blue is like a sculptured track
athlete in a Hugo Boss suit, muscles
and creases in all the right areas.
The bulges, creases, ticks and flicks
(Continued on page 15)

(Continued from page 13)

all define a language of athleticism, tension
and forward motion.
The interior design and tech are both decades
advanced compared to the E92 M3. Double
stitched extended leather, carbon inserts and
a return to form in sport seats design (behind
the E36 ‘Vader’ in seat design) translates to a
gorgeous environment to be in. Whilst electric
power steering (EPS) replaces the previous gen
hydraulic setup, BMW EPS hasn’t lost all the tactility and feel of the E92 M3. The steering can
be artificially weighted, but steering input and
feel are both good, plus you can’t have active
safety like lane departure warning without EPS.
Just like the E92 M3, the F80 M3 has EDC, but it’s
2 generations newer (Competition Pack) and
much faster to react and has many more layers
of damping control. The ideal for spirited road
driving was once again Soft EDC, Soft Steering
and full attack for the engine and transmission
mapping.
Kieran’s F80 M3 is the perfect everyday car and
the 1 car to have if you have a 1 car garage.
The damping and transmission shift can be tailored from sofa soft all the way to scalpel sharp

and baseball bat violent at the flick of a switch.
Power delivery (425Hp F80 M3 Vs 420Hp E92
M3) is very linear, but the pair of turbos means
there’s torque (550Nm F80M3 vs 400Nm E92M3)
EVERYWHERE compared to Marcus’ E92 M3.
You will rarely be caught off guard or in the
wrong gear in the F80 M3 and the driving experience can be relaxing or dominated by power
and fury. The snaps and crackle in the Performance Exhaust is entertaining, but the S55B30
engine is lower on character compared to the
E series M cars. It makes a purposeful noise but
it’s not a sound that draws you in deep.
Engineering and execution wise, the F80 M3 in
LCI Comp Spec sets a very high-water mark for
BMW M as it’s not a one trick pony. It didn’t do
1 thing exceptionally well, but rather did everything very well. Enthusiast and the after-market
tuning market have taken to the F series like
duck to water offering a treasure trove of upgrades and endless sea of carbon fibre goodies. The sales number support this with over
111,000 units of F8X M3 sold / 66,000 E9X M3 /
86,000 E46 M3 / 71,000 E36 M3. A gorgeous cohesive body design that’s been shrink wrapped
around the wheels. Beautiful, talented and
capable, the F80 M3 must be the favourite in
this M family.

enjoyment on a different level. The
King is Dead, Long Live The King…
The Unicorn
Whilst the pursuit of an E30 M3
would have rounded this group
well, time constraints and limitations
meant a mint local E30 M3 was
ruled out. The aim is to lock down
this car in the future for a separate
feature review.

The Brash One
The runt of the litter is finding her feet and so is
the G8X M3. The divisive exterior styling has
been debated but in the eyes of this group of
enthusiasts, there was only 1 disapproval. Whilst
design language can be subjective, there is
definitely substance over style in Jaye’s G80
M3. Power delivery and transmission efficiency
is on another plane and the interior design has
jumped another level once again in comparison to the F80 M3.

Jaye’s G80 M3 is an extremely capable M car,
able to crush long distances, drag strips and
racetracks in equal measure and with no peer.
Steering is again an EPS but tuned to another
level again compared to the F80 M3. Suspension tuning is again top notch and even better
than the F80 in terms of compliance and reaction speed. As a package, the capability of the
latest M3 has become so high and wellrounded that to some, it has lost some
of the mongrel from the F80 M3 and
Jaye agrees having come out of a F80
M3 (pre LCI).
The S58B30 now produces 480Hp and
550Nm of torque (at 2,650 rpm) from the
new 3.0L twin turbo power unit. Increases in engine efficiency compared to the
S55B30 in the F80 M3 is incremental, but
the G80’s unique selling proposition is
the sophisticated tuning BMW’s M division provided the car in terms of engine
and transmission dynamisms. The baby
of the family has a point to prove and
has been unleashed to the world with
devastating effect. Aggressive styling in
a well-rounded 1,705kg package, it’s

What this gathering has taught and
revealed to all in attendance is that
BMW’s M division have year on year
created a halo car that has succeeded the previous generation
car in many metrics, whether that is
vehicle dynamics, power delivery,
or driver and passenger engagement. What
has been clear is that this blood line is strong,
and the M brand appeals to driving enthusiasts
of all age and walks of life.
In the end, what really matters is how these
cars make their owners feel. Whether it’s the
satisfaction you get from perfecting that heel
and toe down shift, beating your personal best
at a track day or making the M3 dance on its’
tippy toes through a twisty mountain pass. It
could even be installing a new stereo or car
part; might be the connection we get when
we detail our cars or the community that supports the M Brand, or even the way it makes
you steal a second look as you walk away from
it, it’s all part of the M3 ownership.
Thank you to Canberra BMW, BMW Car Club
Canberra, Adrian Fallace Photography and
the owners Rob, Ed, Marcus, Kieran and Jaye.

CR

19 June, 2022

Words: Jon Havelock
Photos: Graham Ball,
Marcus Hon &
Jon Havelock
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We then did a small backtrack all the way to
our final destination, Corin Dam.

The well prepared with their puffy jackets and
beanies were mostly insulated from that persistent chill. That was soon pretty much forgotten
once we got underway under clear and sunny
skies. The run saw us head from Tharwa to Honeysuckle Creek for our first stop of the morning.

Thanks to some scrumptious morning tea provided by Yvonne Wise, Luke Wise and Graham Ball, it was the perfect end to a great
morning drive on some of our local back
roads. CR

ould we have asked for a better Sunday for this run? Perhaps the cold wind
that was blowing early in the morning
at the Tharwa Store, our meeting point for the
start of the run, was something we could have
done without.

By the then the wind had eased and with cars
lined up along the road atop the dam, it was
a great opportunity to walk and catch up
amongst the cars.

Words & Photos:
Mike Glew
was over in the UK with my father to settle
some matters after the death of an elderly
family member, so although sombre, the
time was also a great opportunity to catch up
with family, and also to get a little business
done by visiting some suppliers I haven’t had
the opportunity to visit on previous trips.
I visited Cobra Sport in Sheffield who do a
whole host of BMW systems, filling the gap with
another supplier from Italy who I have all but
dropped in Australia due to the introduction of
an importer that I need the deal with and a
massive price increase that makes their gear
on the same price point as Akrapovic. Couple
this with a small amount of fitment issues, and
that was me out … I’ve seen Cobra Sport’s
manufacturing facilities and met the owners.
It’s a great business, and I’m excited to be offering their gear.

I also got in contact with QuickSilver Exhausts to the south of
London, who were so kind as to
offer me a spare Start Line club
ticket to the Goodwood Festival
of Speed to meet with them and
enjoy the event.
You didn’t
need to ask me twice! QuickSilver do fairly high-end exhausts
for Supercars and other Sports
models such as the BMW M series, and I’ve been dealing for
them for around 8 years. They also have patterns on older models due to having been
around since the 1970’s. I met with their Marketing Director and also met their CEO who
I’ve been dealing with for many years over the
phone.
(Continued on page 21)

(Continued from page 19)

Background
The Goodwood Festival of Speed was
founded in 1993 by Lord March in order to bring motor racing back to the
Goodwood estate — a location
steeped in British motor racing history.
Shortly after taking over the estate in
the early 1990s, Lord March (who later
became Duke of Richmond) wanted
to bring back motor racing to Goodwood Circuit but did not have the
necessary permit to host a race there.
Therefore, he instead hosted it on his
own grounds.
The event is classified as a hill climb
and visitors are accorded close access
to that part of the track. The 1890 m
track climbs 92.7 metres (has average
gradient of 4.9%). Its record time was set in
2022 by Max Chilton in an electric McMurtry
Automotive car at 39.081 seconds. The record
time for a Formula 1 car is 41.6 seconds by Nick
Heidfeld in 1999 in a McLaren MP4/13. For safety reasons Formula 1 cars can no longer do
official timed runs so instead perform demonstrations.
The Event
I’ve seen my fair share of large motoring and
motorsport events, even the SEMA show in Las
Vegas which is arguably the largest motoring
accessories show in the world. The Goodwood
Festival of Speed is really quite different. Imagine the worlds biggest show and shine, with
hundred of millions of pounds worth of cars on
display, and then manufacturer stalls for everything from Ford and Vauxhall to Bugatti and

Koenigsegg, and even small niche car makers
you’ve never heard of.
If this wasn’t enough you have huge food
courts and picnic grounds, and then the hillclimb track and rally track with grands stands.
My hosts told me that you really need 3 days
to see everything in detail, so this didn’t bode
well for the three hours I had allocated to this
event including the business discussions with
QuickSilver.
I was able to briefly get to see the BMW M stall,
with the new M3 Touring and the M4 CSL. I
took a few photos to share.
Conclusion
I would love to do this event properly at another time and buy a three day pass. Grandstand access isn’t absolutely necessary in my
opinion, but it was nice to have the club access for some quiet retreat and free food and
refreshments (but cash bar). The club pass also gave you access to most of the grandstands too.
For me the favourite experiences from the day
were seeing the Bugatti Veyrons etc up close,
and also hearing the Ferrari FXX. The Ford
Electric SuperVan was completely mental putting out 2000hp.
Some of the classic cars on display were also
unusual and something we never see in Australia, even at Motorclassica.
Thanks again to Ollie and Paul from QuickSilver
– I truly did appreciate the event and the hospitality. CR

22 June, 2022
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round 30 members attended the Clubs
first ‘tech night’ of the year at Obsession
Car Detailing (OCD).

paint protection film (PPF), window tinting and
the dos and don’ts of caring for your car’s exterior and interiors.

For those of you that don’t know, OCD provides high end and professional detailing services. Specialising in car paint correction, car
ceramic coatings, and car paint protection
film (PPF) for Canberra and the surrounding
region.

Saad also provided a demonstration on how
PPF works (assisting in protecting car paint from
scratches, stone chips etc.) by putting a piece
of PPF on a car, scratching it up with a wire
brush and then used a heat gun (to speed up
the process) to show how it can “self-heal” itself whilst protecting the cars paint.

The evening kicked off with members enjoying
pizza, soft drinks, and tea & coffee
(complementary from the Club) whilst having
a look around OCD’s workshop.
Saad (OCD owner and BMWCCC Member)
and Kelvin (OCD Workshop Manager) then
gave us a very in-dept presentation about the
benefits
and
differences between ceramic
coating
and

Saad also had lucky door prizes on the evening. Congratulations to Andrew Lieske, Jon
Havelock and Jake Lee who were the lucky
winners, wining some amazing car care products!
A big thanks to OCD for having us and putting
on such great evening!
For more information about OCD, check out
www.obsessioncardetailing.com CR

From the BMW world

Is BMW Exchanging Existing Customers
For New Ones?

Alex Tock
BMW News

A very interesting and thought provoking article about where BMW
might be heading—with or without you!

B

ig kidney grilles, other
questionable design decisions, electrification on
a broad scale, screens everywhere, self-driving tech, and
more models than ever before:
BMW is in a state of change
right now, with the future of the
brand seemingly at stake as
the concept of mobility is expanded and redefined, and
consumers and manufacturers
alike forced to react and
adapt.
BMW isn’t the only automaker
going through this awkward
stage. The BMW Group’s
brands, including Rolls-Royce
and Mini, will be going allelectric within the next ten years, while just about
everyone else is doing some variation of the
same thing, whether it’s Ford, Chevrolet, Cadillac, Porsche, Mercedes-Benz, or one of several
upstarts vying for a foothold in the market.
Anyone giving the automotive industry and its
history even a cursory glance likely knows that
constant change is the name of the game, and
standing still for even a moment can be a fatal
mistake. As BMW fans, we’re likely more aware of
this than most—but with passion that runs deep,
and a priority on high-quality cars designed and
manufactured in Germany, we might also be a

little more wrapped up in nostalgic visions than
most.

However, even considering the realities of the
changing world, the ways in which BMW seems to
be reinventing itself for another century seem
puzzling to many long-term brand devotees.
Over the past few years, I’ve been wondering if
BMW is exchanging its existing customer base for
a new one—perhaps one that wasn’t around
when the E30 represented the best the brand
had to offer. With the introduction of everenlarging kidney grilles and models like the iX, the
second-generation 4 Series, the M3 and M4, and
more recently the XM concept, the updated X7,
and the seventh-generation 7 Series,
the company seems to be courting
new buyers.
Does this mean that they’re turning their
backs on their nostalgic fans?
Think about it for a moment. Although
our community of automotive enthusiasts might question what’s going on
with BMW and the decisions being
made at the highest levels and pay
grades, the brand continues to sell
more cars than at any previous point in
its history, and models like the afore(Continued on page 24)

(Continued from page 23)

mentioned 4 Series, along with
the X7, are part of that success. BMW has repeatedly
said that initial orders for the i4
and iX outpaced expectations, and at any given time a
fair portion of the model lineup is in a state of flux ahead of
the introduction of a new generation or a mid-cycle facelift.
Currently, supply constraints
are preventing us from seeing
the full picture, but BMW is selling more cars than it can
manufacture these days, and
controversial design language
is either already present or on
the horizon for all of them.
There is just one model that isn’t proving particularly popular, and that’s the 2 Series Gran Coupé.
There are more of those in inventory at my closest
BMW dealership than any other model with the
exception of the X3, which has been the bestselling BMW model for the last few years in the
U.S.
Curiously enough, when the X3 and X4 were given their lifecycle impulse (LCI… or facelift, for the
tactless) for 2022, BMW kept things remarkably
tame. Perhaps that is a reaction to a reaction: Still
speaking of inventory, if you want a 3 Series, there
are hardly any available, but if you want a
snoutacious 4 Series, you’re in luck.

Still, models like the iX, the X7, and the 4 Series are
bold in their design and presence, and although
we’re still waiting to see just how well the iX performs in the market, the X7 and secondgeneration 4 Series have already proven themselves, and consumers have spoken with their
wallets. During the first quarter of this year, BMW
of North America reported the sale of 7,739 4 Series vehicles, an increase of 54.2% year-to-year,
while 3 Series sales declined 13.5% from 9,426 to
8,156. The second generation of the 4 Series was
just becoming available a year ago, which explains at least some of the big percentage gain,
but it doesn’t explain the drop in 3 Series sales,
which could be partially attributed to the ongoing semiconductor microchip
shortage affecting production
across the industry. It’s tough
to tell what’s really going on—
but in any case, the 4 Series
Gran Coupé seems a bargain,
offering four-door function with
the utility of a hatchback in
sleek, stylish form—and people
are buying them despite the
big grille.
Technology is another important aspect of this discussion, since it seems to have
taken precedence over the
driving experience in terms of
BMW’s priorities when conceiving and designing new models. This is not surprising, given
the technological advance(Continued on page 25)

(Continued from page 24)

ments of the last several years and the advent of
autonomous-driving technology, which seeks to
all but remove the driver from the equation, but I
have to wonder whether some of the concepts
we’re seeing now will prove to be indispensable
in a few years, or merely gimmicks that were lacking in real-world utility.
BMW has always prioritized technology to a high
degree, so some of this stuff is truly excellent,
while other instances seem like examples of the
whiz-bang competition between BMW and perennial rivals Mercedes-Benz, Audi, and Lexus.
Sifting through all of these models and all of this
technology, I also have to wonder where the
most engaging driving experience can be found.
But that one’s easy: These days, there’s no question that it’s with the M and M Performance models.
While the true M cars are more capable than ever, and deliver a better driving experience than
the generation which immediately preceded
them, some of that performance seems to come
at a cost of everyday compliance and usability,
a balance that BMW M cars used to strike so masterfully in the days of the E39. BMW’s M Performance automobiles—which are included in BMW
M GmbH’s sales figures—are probably where the
real sweet spot exists for those of us who subject
our cars to unrelenting daily use, and it comes as
no surprise that there’s now an M Performance
model available in nearly every series and model.

The truth is, however, that most people considering a BMW aren’t after the driving experience
anymore—if such a thing was ever true of the
majority of BMW’s customers. Those of us on the
other side of the equation have always been an
incredibly vocal minority—look no further than
the story of how the U.S.-spec E36 M3 came to
be—but it still seemed like most of the models
continued to offer something for us. BMW still
mentions the driving experience in almost every
press release it puts out for a new car, but now it
seems as though technology and bold design
have assumed a higher priority—and BMW is catering specifically to these buyers.
Are we in the late 1970s and early 1980s again,
when emissions regulations effectively reordered
the automotive industry? There are definite similarities in the economic climate, but at least
BMW’s models aren’t stifled by thermal reactors
and performance-robbing exhaust-gas recirculation schemes. But we’re still in what I can’t help
but feel is an awkward stage, when new technologies are still being developed, and when a new
design language is being tested. This is a time
when the true driving enthusiasts among us have
fewer and fewer options in the marketplace,
even though technology has resulted in a broader model array than ever before.
Face it: There just aren’t that many of us who actually prioritize the driving experience over technology, contemporary design, self-driving tech, or
electrification. BMW seems to be reinventing itself
almost entirely, with the exception of the performance-oriented
models
from BMW M, including both
the M Performance models
and the actual M cars,
along with some of the more
pedestrian models like the 3
Series and 5 Series, which
largely remain true to their
original formulas. If you’re a
genuine driving enthusiast
and BMW aficionado, these
are the models for you, and
we’re glad that BMW still
makes them.
It’s not unlike the conclusion
that some of us came to after the first-generation X5
was introduced, and SUVs
soon took over: BMW builds
and sells these so that they
can keep building and selling M3s and M5s. CR

From the BMW world

BMW Motorsport Introduces The New
M4 GT4

David Haeuter
Bimmer Life

Want your very own track day toy or racer? We have found
what you’ve been looking for!
MW Motorsport officially announced the
new G82 generation M4 GT4 on Friday,
June 17th. On the same day, they showed
the car in person to teams at Virginia International Raceway, who were there for the SRO Motorsports America race weekend. It was a fitting
place to show the car for the first time, as there
are several F82 generation M4 GT4s competing
in the SRO GT4 America and GT America series—
a dozen of them in fact.
As you would expect, the new M4 GT4 looks like
a lot like the M4 GT3, just not as aggressive. It’s
much more closely aligned to the road car than
the GT3 model is, but appears to be beautifully
designed and built to the same level of detail as
the M4 GT3. Development of the car focused on
performance, reliability, cost efficiency, and
maintainability.
A quick look at the spec sheet reveals power
output to be around 550hp, a seven-speed automatic gearbox made by ZF with motorsport software, a DREXLER limited-slip differential and motorsport-optimized driveshafts, as well as fivelevel adjustable anti-roll bars front and rear, and
purpose-built KW two-way shocks with H&R
springs that are available in three different spring
rates. The car is still pending SRO homologation.
The SRO sanctions GT4-spec series around the
world.
One interesting feature in the new car is the M
Track Cockpit, which allows the driver to control
many of the vehicle settings and system checks
that would normally require connection to a laptop. “We took on the challenge to develop a
successor to the highly successful first-generation
M4 GT4”, said Franciscus van Meel, CEO of BMW
M. “Using a wide
range of customer
feedback, our experienced
development team and the
new sixth generation
M4 based production car has led to a
faster, even more
reliable and very
emotional all new
M4 GT4.”

The new M4 GT4 has already been extensively
tested on the Nürburgring Nordschleife among
other places. Through the rest of this year, the
car will be back on the Nordschleife in the next
round of the Nürburgring Endurance Series on
July 9th and will also compete in the 24 Hours of
Portimão in Portugal on the same weekend. Production is due to start in October, and the estimated price of the car is 187,000 euros, or just
under AU$285,000. CR

From the BMW world

BMW’s Fifth-Generation eDrive
Electric Motors Explained

T

he i4, iX, and iX3, along with the upcoming
i7, all rely on what BMW refers to as fifthgeneration eDrive units to move down the
road. These eDrive units, more commonly known
as electric motors, boast the unique advantage
of not requiring any rare-earth metals or magnets
in their construction, and instead rely on a
brushed design, the origins of which can be
traced back over a century. The benefits of eschewing the use of rare-earth metals (which must
be mined for their extraction) are obvious, as China controls over 90% of the world’s resources in
regard to the materials, like neodymium. However, with nearly every other electric vehicle on the
market using brushless motors, and the latest generation of power tools offering previously unrealized capability thanks to brushless technology,
one has to wonder what BMW is up to.
Brushed electric motors are typically associated
with having a shorter lifespan thanks to the internal brushes generating dust and other debris,
and causing wear during operation. In the old
days, replacing the brushes in a tool or alternator
was a part of the scheduled maintenance, but in

Alex Tock
BMW News
Photos courtesy BMW AG

the world of EVs and the modern automobile,
such expensive servicing and downtime is considered unacceptable. To overcome these obstacles, BMW is making use of cutting-edge sealant
technology to extend the lifespan of its brushed
motors by encapsulating them in an enclosure
which eliminates dust contamination inside the
stator and wiring from the brushes making contact with the commutator.
BMW’s fifth-generation eDrive units can be effectively summarized as three-phase AC synchronous motors, and the design is said to translate to
higher rpm, increased torque, and more power.
Historically, electric motors using permanent
magnets have been considered the most powerful, but one inherent shortcoming associated with
the use of rare-earth metals in the design of an
electric motor is the drag that comes with their
magnetic fields remaining continuously active. To
mitigate the effects of this drag, some EVs which
use an electric motor with permanent magnets
complement it with an asynchronous AC induc(Continued on page 28)

from the brakes to the
drivetrain, steering, suspension, and the various
electronic control systems (which are even
more prevalent in EVs)
that effectively connect
everything and make it
all happen.

(Continued from page 27)

tion motor for the other axle, which can freewheel with far lower resistance. Another option
is using a clutch to decouple the magnetequipped motor from the drivetrain.
Developing serious power and torque doesn’t
seem to be a problem for BMW’s electric motors. In the upcoming iX M60, BMW’s fifthgeneration eDrive units develop up to 610
horsepower and 811 pound-feet of torque
when launch mode is active. That’s enough to
propel the 5,769-pound iX M60 from zero to 60
mph in just 3.6 seconds according to BMW,
which also quotes an electronically-limited top speed of
155 mph.
When properly maintained
and looked after, it’s not uncommon for a BMW to last at
least a few hundred thousand
miles across multiple owners
during its lifetime. Electric vehicles come with the dual caveat of relying on both a battery pack that chemically ages and transforms over years
of use, and electric motors
which wear differently in
comparison with internal
combustion engines. These
two main components are in
addition to all of the other
parts and systems which comprise a modern automobile,

This raises the question of
how long a BMW EV like
the i4 or iX will last before
it needs a potentially major brush replacement
service or a new electric
motor and/or battery
pack. The sealed design
of the system is said to
eliminate dust contamination in critical parts of
the motor, but whatever
fine particulate matter is
yielded by the interaction of the brushes and
the commutator still has to go somewhere,
and either be contained or released.
Even with these current challenges, BMW is
unlikely to remain the only manufacturer using
brushed three-phase AC synchronous motors
in its EVs for long, as numerous competitors are
also looking to eliminate the need for magnets
in their own electric motor designs. It’s all part
of the effort to make the car of the future as
sustainable as possible, and why BMW is also
pursuing the sustainable extraction of lithium for batteries in South America, for example.
CR

From the BMW world
Mike Bevels
Bimmer Life

After congratulating the
teams on their design
success, CEO of BMW M
GmbH Frank van Meel
said, “It clearly carries
the genes of BMW M. I
can hardly wait to see
the BMW M Hybrid V8
on the track soon.”

That makes two of us! In
the meantime, see the
gallery of images that
BMW has released of
the new BMW M Hybrid
V8, coming soon to an
IMSA race near you.
Australian
fans
can
catch all rounds of the
American IMSA series on
the IMSA Channel on
YouTube! CR
t’s here! The BMW M Hybrid V8 will be the
LMDh (Le Mans Daytona h) prototype used
by BMW M Motorsport in the 2023 IMSA series. The newly designed, newly named prototype race car comes from the collaborative
creative design and engineering efforts of BMW
M Motorsport, Designworks, and Dallara.
Designworks, a BMW Group company based in
California, showcases 50 years of M on the car’s
body by using images of past BMW race cars,
such as the 1976 3.0CSL, the 1981 M1/C, the
1978 320i Turbo, the 1986 GTP car, the E36 M3
GTS-2, the Z4 GTLM, and the M8 GTE. The overall
design gives the appearance of an M-inspired
camouflage theme, which, according to BMW,
creates “a graphic mosaic which obscures the
shape of the BMW M Hybrid V8 to maintain
competitive IP during development testing.” It
really showcases the M brand’s history in North
America.
Dallara, an Italian race car manufacturer,
worked with the M Motorsports team to develop a competitive and aerodynamic design that
is unmistakably BMW. Personally, I love the wide
kidney grille, especially when compared to the
alternative.

·

Name: Peter Seetoh

·

Age: I’m a 70’s baby!! 44 years

·

Occupation (current and past): Quality
Controller @ Canberra BMW, I was previously a service advisor, 2 years with National Capital Nissan/Kia, 18 months with
Gerald Slaven VW and 14 years with
Rolfe Mazda where I completed my mechanics apprenticeship.

·

Dream Job: That’s a hardie … something that doesn’t stress me out, makes
me laugh and keeps me interested—
wait … I’m already doing it now!

·

What does your work entail? Keeping the technicians on their toes! Nah … making sure all
work is carried out to the highest standards and no wheels are going to fall off.

·

What’s the best part about your job? Being able to test drive everything that BMW has to
offer.

·

Hobbies: Mountain biking, tinkering with cars especially my Civic. Love a good cigar and
whisky if you can call that a hobby!

·

Where did you go on your last holiday: Noosa

·

Where do you want to go next: Egypt to see the pyramids and Greece to see the ancient
wonders.

·

Best part about a family holiday: Just enjoying time with the fam and chilling

·

Worst part about a family holiday: When you all get sick

·

Current Car(s): Honda Odyssey

·

Project Car(s): Honda EK Civic

·

Fantasy Garage (unlimited funds but 4 car limit): I’m sorry, there’s no way that I could just
limit it to 4, this is killing me …… R32 or R34 Nissan GTR, Honda NSX or DC2 Integra Type R,
Elenore the mustang from “gone in sixty seconds”, Audi V10 R8 are ones that come to mind

·

Favourite BMW of all time: Currently the F90 M5, it used to be the E36 M3

·

M3 Comp Wagon or X3 Comp: M3 Comp Wagon please.

·

Manual or DCT: I’m a old school so stick shift all the way!! Although with the latest model M
cars it’s better that they are DCT.

·

Favourite Quote(s): There’s no “I” in team.

Affordable Classics is Canberra’s one stop shop for
the classic and sports car enthusiast. Whether you
are looking to buy or sell your dream car, store it in
a clean and secure environment, or find the right
accessories to make owning your dream more enjoyable, we are here to help you.
Auto Hotel offers exclusive car storage for your loved
one to make sure she is safe, secure and pampered.
Why bother with conventional storage sheds where
your car gets dirty, your battery and tyres run flat, or
you have to remember to take a spanner with you to
connect your battery every time you want to use your
car.

Contact Nick Coetzee
Mobile: 0414 214 776
email: nick@affordableclassics.com.au

Anthony Costello
Automotive
Ph: 02 62809233

ADVANCED TECH AUTOMOTIVE
Advanced Tech Automotive have been operating in Canberra for over 28 years and have
extensive knowledge and experience specialising in BMW.
ATA offer all automotive repairs & complete
servicing for your BMW. Their services revolve
around general repairs and maintenance and
provide Autologic diagnostic and Autoland
Scientech scans. They can also do performance upgrades to certain model of BMWs.
ATA also offer a special discounted hourly labour rate for BMW Car Club Canberra Members when you present your current Club
Membership card.

Anthony Costello Automotive has been established in the A.C.T for over 25 years and boasts a
long history with an excellent reputation for quality service.
Using genuine and OEM parts and OE approved
lubricants scheduled servicing at Anthony Costello Automotive is made easy. Following BMW
manufacturers servicing schedule our team can
make sure your car is kept in the best condition.
Many of our technicians have been factory
trained by BMW and regularly attend training
and education for the industry to stay up to date
with the latest systems.

Limiting our field allows us to be the best at what
we do – servicing all BMW makes and models
with all your service parts and lubricants in
stock. As highly respected mechanics in Canberra, servicing your vehicles will not void your warranty.

Address: 91 Prospect Ct, Phillip ACT 2606

Anthony Costello Automotive also offer a special
discounted hourly labour rate for BMW Car Club
Canberra Members when you present your current Club Membership card.

Hours: 7:45am to 5:30pm - Monday to Friday

Address: 5-9 Albany Street, Fyshwick ACT 2609

Give them a call to book your next service.
Phone: (02) 6281 0866

Hours: 7:30am to 6:00pm - Monday to Friday

